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In the history of mankind a large number of different educational methods have 

been developed. At first, all methods of teaching foreign languages were borrowed 

from programs designed to teach the so-called "dead languages" - Latin and Greek, 

in which almost the entire educational process was limited to reading and 

translation. 
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It was that method, the foundations of which were laid by the Enlighteners as early 

as the end of the 18th century, was formed by the middle of the 20th under the 

name "Grammar-translational method". 

According to this method, knowledge of the language is the possession of grammar 

and vocabulary. The process of improvement is understood as a movement from 

one grammatical scheme to another. Thus, a teacher planning a course on this 

method first thinks about what grammatical schemes he wants to cover. Then, 

under these themes texts are selected, from which separate sentences are singled 

out, and all ends with the translation. First - from a foreign language to a native 

language, then - vice versa. As for the text, it is usually the so-called artificial text, 

in which meaning is not so important (it is not so important what you say, the 

important thing is how you say it). 

A good example of such a text is a memorable "conversation theme" called "Bob's 

family" that has been studied around the time since the school day: "Bob's family 

is very good, his father is a worker, his mother is a doctor.  They have a dog. At the 

end of the week they have a week-end, on which they all eat Sunday pudding." 

Despite some well-deserved complaints, this method has a number of advantages. 

First, it really allows you to learn grammar at a very high level. Secondly, this 

method is very good for people with a highly developed logical thinking, for which 

it is natural to perceive language precisely as a set of grammatical formulas. 

The main disadvantage is that the method creates ideal prerequisites for the 

emergence of the so-called language barrier, since a person ceases to express 

himself in the process of learning and begins not to speak, but simply to combine 

words by means of certain rules. This way of studying foreign languages 

dominated until the late 50's and was practically the only one with the help of 

which everyone was taught. By the way, all the brilliant and phenomenally 

educated translators until this time were trained in this way. 

In the mid-fifties, it became obvious that the method did not meet the requirements 
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of linguistics that had been formed by that time. The result was the emergence of a 

huge number of different techniques. I would like to talk more about some of them. 

According to the method called "Silent way" (the method of silence), which 

appeared in the mid-60s, the principle of teaching a foreign language is as follows: 

the knowledge of the language is inherent in the person who wants to learn it, and 

most importantly - do not interfere with the student and do not impose the point of 

view of the teacher. Following this technique, the teacher initially does not say 

anything. Teaching in the lower levels of pronunciation, he uses complex color 

schemes, in which each color or symbol denotes a certain sound, and so presents 

new words. For example, to "say" the word "table", first you need to show a color 

scheme that indicates the sound "t", then – that one, which denotes the sound "a" 

and so on. Thus, by manipulating all these schemes, chopsticks and similar 

symbols, the trainee advances to the intended goal, practicing the material he has 

learned with his classmates. 

What are the advantages of this method? Probably, the level of knowledge of the 

teacher's language practically does not influence the level of knowledge of the 

student's language, and in the end it may turn out that the student as a result will 

know the language better than his teacher. In addition, in the learning process the 

student is forced to express himself freely enough. It should be noted that this 

method is very good for fans of high technology. 

Another interesting method is called "Total-physical response". The basic rule of 

this method is: you can not understand what you did not miss through yourself. 

According to this theory, the student in the first stages of learning says nothing. 

First, he must receive a sufficient amount of knowledge that goes into the passive. 

For about the first twenty lessons, the student constantly listens to a foreign speech, 

he reads something, but does not speak a single word in the language he is 

studying. Then, in the process of learning, there comes a period when he already 

has to react to what he has heard or read, but to react only by action. Everything 

begins with the study of words meaning physical movements. So, for example, 
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when you study the word "get up", everyone gets up, "sit down" - sits down, and so 

on. 

And only then, when the student has saved up a lot of information (at first he 

listened, then moved), he becomes ready to start talking. This method is good 

especially because the student feels very comfortable in the process of training. 

The necessary effect is achieved due to the fact that all the information received by 

a person was passed through himself. It is also important that in the process of 

learning the language using this method, students communicate (directly or 

indirectly) not only with the teacher, but also with each other. 

Certainly, we have to pay attention to the so-called immersion method ("Sugesto 

pedia"), which was celebrated in the 1970s. According to this technique, you can 

master a foreign language by becoming (at least for the period of training) a 

completely different person. Studying the language in this way, all students in the 

group choose new names for themselves, come up with new biographies. Due to 

this, an illusion is created in the audience that they are in a completely different 

world - in the world of the language being studied. All this is done so that any 

person in the learning process can completely relax, open up, and his speech 

became as much as possible similar to the original. So a pupil will talk, for 

example, not like a real "Petya", but as a fictional "John." 

The next way to study foreign languages, which I would like to talk about, 

appeared in the late 70's. It is called "Audio-lingual method". At the first stage of 

the training the student repeats many times what he heard after the teacher or 

phonogram. And only starting from the second level, he is allowed to speak one or 

two phrases from himself, everything else consists again of repetitions. 

The 1970s were marked by the appearance of the so-called communicative 

method, the main goal of which is to teach a person to communicate, to make his 

speech understandable to the interlocutor. In accordance with this technique, this 

can be achieved by teaching a person in the so-called natural conditions. For 

example, the teacher's question "What is this?" with an indication of the table can 
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be considered natural only if he does not really know what it is. That method, 

which is called communicative, is now, in fact, no longer exists, although it 

pursues the same goal - to teach a person to communicate. 

The modern communicative method is a harmonious combination of many and 

many ways of teaching foreign languages, being, probably, at the top of the 

evolutionary pyramid of various educational methods. 
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